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The Deep Structure of Relative Clauses*
Sandra Annear Thompson

A number of general studies in t:t"ansfor:il.ational gra.rn.'!lar ( includin.r

Chomsky (1965)> Jacobs s.nd Rosenbaum (1967), (1968), 1ak.o~r (1966).

Langendoen (1969). Ross (1967)) have assumed that the anpropriate
underlying representation ror a relative clause sentence involves a
sentence embedded into a noun phrase. I vould like to ~uestion this
assumption. and to suggest that in fact the appropriate underlyin~
representation .for e. rele.tive clause sentence is a con.}unction.
The argument will be developed in several stages. First, I will
suggest some facts which indicate what conjunctions must underlie
relatiYe clause sentences. Next, l will show the general process of
reJ.ati ve clal.lse formation and some of the implications o:r my ans.}:rsis.
Finally, I will indicate in what respects the derivation of'
sentences containing non-restrictive relati•re clauses is similar to
that of sentences with restrictive relative clauses.
I. Indications tha.t a conjunction source for relative clause
sentences is correct.
(a) To rrr3 knowledge, no ar~illi1.ents defendin~ an embedding
analysis against e conjunction analysis for relative clause sentences
ha,e ei,rer been presented either in the literature or informally.
(b) There is vi:rtuall;r no agreement among those ·.rho assUllle
that relative clauses a.re underlyingly embed1ed as to what confi~uration
of nodes is appropriate to represent the relationship between the two
sentences, UCLA (1969) presents .a su.mma.ry of the various approaches
which :'lave been taken e.nd the e.rgun:ents gi',en to support ea.ch,
(c) There !s a significant but generally overlooked set of
structural distinctions between relative clause sentences and those
comp.lex sentences which are clearly realizations of' structures
containing embedded sentence$ t namel~r those containing sentential
subjects or o·ojects, such as:
(1)

{2)

That Frieda likes to cook is obvious to me.
I think that Frieda likes to cook,

For sentences (l) and (2), an embedding analysis is ~ell-motivated
since the contained sentence is required as an obligator'J argument
of the verb; it pleys a role with respect to the verb •..rhich Fill~ore
(1968) has ca.lled the ob,jective :t"ole e.nd without which the verb
cannot stand. Furthermore, the verb governs both the occurrence
*To appear in D. T. La.ngendoen and C. J, Fillmore {eds. ) , Studies

in Linguistic Semantics~ ltolt, Rinehart and Winston.
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- 43 of clause a.nd the type of clause which ce.n occur. These conditions
do not hold for relative clause sentences. A relative clause is
always structurally superfluous; it plays no role whatever with
respect to the main verb and no morphemes in the leng~age are marked
as requiring it. A relative clause sentence is equivalent to two
independent predications on the same argument. 'I'hese differences
are captured by en analysis in ;thich sentential subjects and obJects
are instances of underlying embedding, and relative clauses are
only superficially embedded. If relative clause sentences are not
underlyingzy embedded structures this could account in part for
the general disagreement~ pointed out in (b) above, as to the
underlyinp; representation of the nosition of the embedded sentence.
II. The derivation of relative clause sentences.
A. Assumptions
In order to present the schematic outline for Tor~in~
relative clause sentences~ two assumptions must be made exolicit.
(a) The difference bet~een parts of sentences such as
the follo•.iing:

(3)

( 4)

I know _E!

t

student who ~lays the hart:tonica.
harmonica..

know the student who plays the

will be assumed to be introduced at some level of deri va.tion other
tha."'1 the one at vhich "content r.i.orphe~es" and the relations amonP

them ere specified. I leave open the question of just where such
a distinction must be made; for the present disc~ssion, it suffices
to point out that (3) and (4) nust have identical representations
insofar as the meaninp,s of the nouns and verbs and the relations
among them are concerned. I shall further assume that the choice of
the definite determiner will in general correlate with certain presuppositions which the speaker makes abcut the extent of his
listener's knowledge.
( b)

As pointed .out by Bach ( 1968) , numerals ·and quantifiers

must be introduced outside the clause in which they ultimately
appear. That this must be so is illustrated by the feet that the
sentences of (5) are not matched by the respective pairs in (6):

{5}
( 6)

B.

a}

b}

I ha.Ye three stu.dents who are flunking.

I know few ~eople who smoke clgars.
I saw no students who had short heir,
(I have three students.
a)tThree students are flunking,
(I know :few people.

o)

b) LFew people smoke cigars.
(I saw no students.
c) UTo students hl'\d short hair •

Derivation
Returning now to the :proposa.l for deri vinp: relative
clause sentences from conjunctions t I suggest t.hat und.erlyin;,: (7)
is a structure like (8}:
(7)

(8)

I met the girl who s~eaks Basque.
(I met girl) (girl speaks Basque)

- 44 The choice of the clause to become the relati 1re clause correlates
with certain presuppositions on the part of the speaker about what
the hearer knows, and accordingly with the c~oice of the determiner.
Consider (8) again. If the speaker presupposes that the hearer
knows neither about his meeting a girl nor about a girl's speak.in~
Basque, then both of the followinf,' conjunction realizations of (8)
are acceptable:

(9)
(lo)

I met a girl and she speaks 3asque.
Therets a. girl ~ho speaks Basque and I met her.

as well as toth of the follovi:1g rela.tiYe clause sentences with indefinite head nouns:

(11)

(12)

I met a girl who spea..~s Basque.
A P,irl I met speaks Basque.

If, on the other hand, the speak.er presupposes that there is a ~irl
such that it is kno1.m b:,• the hearer that he met her, the relative
clause sentence corresponding to this presupposition will have the
conjunct containing met as the relative clause, and the head noun
·.rill be definite:
(13)

The girl I met speaks Basque.

Similarly, if the speaker presupposes that his hearer knows about
the girl who speaks BasQue, the correspondin~ relative clause
sentence will have the conjunct soea.~s Bascue as the relative clause,
and again the head noun will be definite:
( lli)

I met the girl who speaks Ba.sq_ue.

Implications
{a) The distinction then, bet,,een the nmatrix" and
"constituent" sentences in a relative clause structure can be seen to
be related to nothing in the structural portion of the ren.resentation
of such sentences. The meaning difference between sentences (13)
and (14), in other words, is not a function of' the f'act that the
matrix and the constituent sentences have been interchanged; if it
were, then we should expect the se.rne mee.ning diff'erence to characterize
the pair (11) - {12). But (11) and {12) do not ha•,e different meanings
in any usual sense of the ,1ord "meaning". Instead, the semantic
difference bet~-:een (13) and (14) is a. function of the presu!)positions
which the s;iea.ker has about the extent of his hearer's knowledge.
{b) Similarly, the "restrictiveness" of a relative clause
is also shown not to be a property best described in terms of an
embedding underlying representation. RelatiYe clauses with indefinite
nouns do not "restrict" these nouns in the ·.;e::t· that relative clauses
with def'inite nouns seem to, and yet underlyinF embec.dinf! structu?"es
do not reveal a basis for this difference. Av.ain, I think that the
apparent "res-trictinp;" nature of !"elative clauses wit:1 def::.nite head
nouns is a function of the presuppositions discussed above.
C.
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( c) Postal (1967) has shown thet a certain a.-..i.bigui ty
can be explained only if relative clauses are assumed to be derived
from conjunctions. The sentence he eives is:

(15)

Charley assumed that the book which was burned
was not bu::-r.ed,

On one reading, Charley assumed that a certain book had not beer.
burned when in fact it ha.d been. On the other _reading, Charle~r
assumed a. contradiction. On the hypotheses that relative clause
sentences are underlying-1~-r embeddinrr. structures, the!"e is no wa.Y
tc, represent the ambiguity. This is because correspondinP'. to ( 15) ~
only one embedding structure can be constructed, namely:

{16)

-------------s

NP

I

Charle:,

VP

~

assumed

NP
I
'-'

---------------~
~

NP

NP

V?

S

_,,,..~

•..ras not but<ned

j ~
book
book •..ras 'burned

But there are two conjunction sources for (15). Underlyinp: the first
readinr,, in which Charley is merely mistaken, is the representation:
(17)

((Charley assumed (book not burned)) (book burned)

Notice that, aa we would expect, (17) also underlies:
(18)

The book which Charley assumed was not burned was burned.

which results from the f'irst conjunct's becoming the relative clause,
as well as the conjunction:
(l9)

Charley assumed the.t the book .ras not burned but it
'..ras burned.

Underlyins the second reading, in which Charley assumes a contradiction,
is:
{20)

Charley assumed ( (book burned) (book not burned))

As with (19), (20) underlies two sentences besides (16). By selectinp:
the second of the two conjuncts of (20) as the relative clause, we
can derive:

- 46 (21)

Charley assumed that the book which was not burned
was burned.

which is an exact paraphrase of the second reeding of (15),
conjunction derivable from (20) is, of course:

(22)

The

Charley assumed that the book vas burned and that
it ~as not burned.

At this point I it should be made clear that there is one class
of :rela.tiYe clause sentences which do .r,ot seem to b€ related to

conjunctions in the manner jus~ described.
(23)

A sentence such as:

Mer, who smoke pipes look distinguished.

~hich contains a relative clause with a generic head noun, obviously
does not have a conjunction such as:
(24)

(men smoke pipes) (men look distiniruished)

as its source,
It is generally assumed that such a sentence is
instead derived from the representation underlyin~ an if-then
sentence like:
(25)

If a me.n smokes a pipe, he will look distinguished.

The extremely interesting semantic and syntactic issues :raised b:r
this assumption will unfortunately be left unexplored here.
III. Non-restricti v·e relative c:la.us es .
The similarities bet·~een non-restrictive clause (~N'R)
sentences and conjunctions have been remarked upon by a number of
linguists (see, for example, Annear (1967). Drubig (1968), La.~off
(1966), Postal (1967), Ross (1967)). I will not review these
similarities, but I will assume that NR sentences must be derived
from conjunctions. Again, as far as 1 kno·.r, no argwnents ha,,e been
advanced in favor of an embedded analysis for NR sentences; in
those studies which present underlying embedding representations
for NR 1 s, the ~uestion of there being alternative analyses is not
even raised.
At the outset, two types of NR sentences must be distinguished;
I will refer to them as Type I and T-.vpe II NR sentences • Type I rm
sentences are exemplified by:
( 26)
( 27)
Type

Jerry. who used to pla:r football, now has a
sedentary job.
I had a. date •,;i th the li bra.rian, who read to me
all evening.

II iffi sentences are exemplified by:
( 28)

She took the children to the zoo, which T,;as Yery
helpful.

- 47 (29)

Joe debated in high sc~ool, which Chuck did too.

In type I UR sentences, the relative pronoun replaces a. referring noun
phrase; in Type II, it replaces an entity l the nature of •,thich will
be clarified later in this section. For the moment, ve vill consider

only T-.rpe I.
A.

Type I NR 1 s

Ross' proposal ( 1967, p. 174) that all Type I NR' s be derived
from second conjuncts seerr~ to be correct. That is, at some intermediate level before anaphoric ?ronominalization has applied,
a. conJunction each of whose clauses contain an occurrence o:f a. coreferential noun, the second conjunct can be movea to a position
immediately follo~ring the noun in the first conjunct. Pronominali-

zation ca.n then apply, moving either backwards o:r forwards 1 , so that

1Ronald Langacker pointed out this fact to me.
fr~m the conjunction

(30}

George noticed that Margie refused the candy, and
Geors:e didn I t take any cand~r,

any of the follouing ca.~ be derived:

(31)
(32)

(33}

(34)

George, W'ho
Margie
George, .rho
didn*t

C--eorge, ,;ho
Margie
George, "Who
didn't

didn't take any either, noticed that
refused the candy.
noticed that ~fa.rgie re~used the candy.
take any either.
didn't take any candy, noticed that
refused it too.
noticed that Margie refused it too,
take any candy.

One apparent counterexample to the claim that Iffi 1 s are derived
i'rom second conjuncts is the following sentence:
{35)

Is even Clarence, who is wearing mauve socks,
a swinger?

As Ross (1967) points out, its conjunction counterpart does not
exist:
(36) *Is even Clarence a swinger, and he is wearing
mauve socks?
It seems to me that Ross' solution to this problem is not as radical
as he indicates. As a source for (36} he proposes the structure
underlying:
(3T)

Is even Clarence a swinger?

wearing rnauve socks.

Clarence is

- 48 Instead of following Ross in his conclusion that all NR's must be
derived from sequences of sentences, I claim instead that the
connector is deleted bet·.reen a question and a. declarative,
Imperatives are similar to questions in this respect. The
source of:

(38)

Tell your father, who is outside, that supper is
ready.

apparently cannot be:
( 39) *Tell ~;our father that supper is ready, and he

is outside.

But if there is a rule deleting e.n1 between imneratives a.~d declaratives, the problems disappear. Notice that it.would not help to
posit a conjunction source in which the declarative sentence ca.me
before the question or imperative; Questions and imperatives simply
cannot be connected to declaratives by and, either before the.lcl or
after thern.

(40)
(41)

Cle.rence is ~earing mauve socks, and is even he
a swinger?
Your father is outside, and tell him that sunner
is ready.

Finelly, a restriction must be placed on the NR rule to the
effect that questions and imperatives then.selves cannot become HR's.
At this point two objections might be raised; I would like to
consider these in slightly greater detail, First, it has often been
suggested that an NR represents an assertion by the speaker, a
comment injected into the sentence whose truth is being vouched for
by the speaker independently of the content of the rest of the
sentence. An example of' the type of sentence which makes such a.'1
analysis seem likely is
(42)

The mayor, who is an old windbag, designated
himself to give the speech.

rm sentences should be
represented in such a vay as to reflect that the UR is a.n independent
assertion made by the speaker, perhaps by positing a separate
superordinate declarative performutive for it. Eowever, it is not
correct to assign the responsibility for the truth of every lffi to
the speaker of the sentence in which it occurs. Bach (1966, p. 95)
points out that a. sentence like
An implication of this analysis is that

{43)

I dreamt that Rebecca,

Nho is a friend of mine from
college, was on the phone,

vnich mig.'lt be thought to contain an HR asserted by the spea_lter, can

be made ambiguous by changing is to was. The case is even clearer
in a sentence in vhich the subject is djf'ferent from the speaker.

- 1.9
It seems to .me th.at the following sentences are ambiguous as to
whether the subject or the speaker is vouchin~ for the truth of
the HF.:

(44)

{45)

.Harold says that his girlfriend, who is a little
., bit crazy, ~·rants to go to Hanoi .
The claims a~ent said that the pa.int ,job, which
should have been ~one lonG ago, would cost $150,

In fact~ each of the above sentences can be disarr.tiguated by addina
a clause which forces the interpretation in which it is the sub,1ect,
rather t:1.an the speaker, .rho asserts the NR.
(46)
(47)

Harold says that his i;;irlf:riend, who is a little bit
crazy, vants to go to F.anoi, but I think she's
too :rational to tr,:.-• it.
The c+aims ar;ent said that the -paint ,iob, which

snould have o~en done lon?. a~o, would cost ~150,
but he doesn't know that now is when it should
be

done.

The other possible ob.Jection to m;')' the.sis ts that if both nonrestrictive and restrictive relative clause sentences are derived
from conjunctions, then sentences of both types, Iihich ma.:r have
very different meanings, can be derived frorn identical sources,
Arguments against having identical sources for the two types of
sentences car:ry veight only for sentences with numerals in then,
·which I will discuss shortly, In other cases, it seems that once
again the differences between restrictive and non-restrictive relative
clause sentences are not o~ the sort that ought to be renresenten
structurally; instead they arc differences re~resenting a speaker's
decision about hov to present to the hearer inrorr.:ation present in
the underlying representation. Fo:r example, cons id.er the two sentences:
{48)

{49}

The boy, who works at the libra?:"J, is majorinv, in
philosophy.
The boy who works at the library is najoring in
philosophy.

The representation underlyin~ both of these is,
( 50)

(boy works in librar:d (boy is ma.)oring in philosonh;;r)

For ( 48) the speaker has decided the.t the bey is already kno1.rn to the
hearer~ the speaker is adding two nieces of information about that
boy. For ( 49) the s:peaker assumes that the hearer knows about the
boy vho works at the library; the can be used 1n th this }IP, a..nd the
:information T.-hich the speaker-asswnes to be new anpears as the main
predicate. I can see no way in which such u difference es that
which exists between restrictives and non-restrictives could ~e
represented in a consistent way for all such sentences in terms of
some underlying structural distinction.

- 50 Restrictive and non-restrictive relative clause sentences with
nu.~eral associated ~~th the head nouns do have different representations. Consider the sentences:
(51)

{52)

Three boys who had beards were at the party.
Three boys, who had beards, were at the party.

The assertions are quite different: (51) means not that th~ee boys
were a~ the party, but that there were three boys all of whom ooth
attended the party a.nd had beards. But (52) does mean that the!'e
were three ·coys at the party, Understanding very little about the
representation or numerals, I can do no more nov than to suggest that
underlying (51), the nu.~eral is associated with neither of the
conjuncts, while underlying (52) it appears in both. T:~is is
confirmed by the fact that corresponding to (51) there is no tvoclause conjunction, but corresponding to (52) ve find:
( 53) , Three boys were at the party, and they ha.d beards.
B.

Ty1ie II rrn•s

Ti.rpeII lIB 1 s ~re also derived from second conjuncts.
examples given aboire of Type II rm I s were
(28)
(29)
I

The

She took the children to the zoo, rlhich was very
helpful.
Joe debe.ted in high school, 'W'hich Chuck did too.

su.ggest that these are immediately derived from the sentences

(54)
(55)

She took the children to the zoo, and that was
very helpful .
Joe debated in high school, and that Chuck did too.

Before outlining the process by which Type E ffR' s are formed, let
us consider a derivation in reverse, with. (26) as a.~ example. Its
i~ediate source is (54), The the.t of (54) is a pro-for~ for ce~tain
repeated portions of a sentence; directly underlying (54) would be

(56}

She took the children to the zoo, and her ta..~ing
the children to the zoo ~as verJ helprul.

Disregarding the tense or the first conjunct, we can see that the
that in (54) has replaced the repeated portion of the second conjunct
~56). Let us take a derivation in reverse ,Tith another example:
(57)

They said she could play the marimba, which she cnn.

The sentence conta.ininp: that -which immediately underlies (57) is

(58) They said she could play the marimba, and that she
can.

- 51 Directly underl:ring ( 58) is the full form with the re!,'eated
portion preposed:
( 59)

They said she could ~la:r the r..arimba, and play

the marimba she can.

The irrJ!!lediate source for (59) is
( 60)

They said she could pla:r the marimba, and '3he can
pla.y the r.ta!'ir.lbu..

In detail, the derivation of a t?:;,e II NR sentence proceeds as
follo..•s: Given a near-surface-level conjunction in whic:1 part of the
surface VP of the first conjunct l"l.atches part of the VP of the
second conjunct, {a) the repeated portion may be preposen.; 2 (b) the
2 This formulation is slightly inaccurate. Exactly what ~ets
preposed will be described more carefully 'below.

·--------

preposed portion may be replaced by tha!_ ~ 3 and {c) the connector ma~r

½he order of these two rules will be reviewed belo.,r,
drop, ~ith concomitant cba.nge of that to which.
Jfotice that, as outlined by Chomsky (1957), when there is no
au7-iliar.r element to carry emphasis or ne~ation, a do must be added,
as in the rolloving examples:

(61)

for us. and she did dance fer us.
for us' and dance for us she did.
for us. and that she did.
for us' which she did,
a.nd I don 1 t dance well.
and dance well I don't.
and that I don't.
which I don't.

(b)
{c)

She promised to dance
She promised to dance
She promised to dance
She promised to dance

(a)
(b)
(c)

She

(a)

(61)

She da.nc es well,
She dances well,

She dances well,
dances well,

The following examples show the operation of an optional rule of
"parenthesis:"

(63)
(a)

(b)

(c)

That Cornelius was pleased was to be expected, and
he certainly seemed to be pleased.
That Cornelius was nleased, and he certainly seemed
to be pleased, was to be exr.ected.
That Cornelius was pleased, and pleased he certainly
seemed to be, was to be expected.,
That Cornelius was pleased, and that he certainly
seemed to oe, was to be expected.

- 52 (d)

That Cornelius was pleased, which he certainly seemed
to be, was to be expected.

A snecial set of examples is the followin~, in which a do a~nears:

{64)
(a}

(b)
( C)

(65)
(a}
(b)
{c)

i::e to De.J~e a cake, and l couldn't ·~al<e a
cake before.
3he taug;1t me to bake a cai:e, and ba.lte a cake I
couldn't do before.
She taught me to bake a cake, and that I couldn't
do before.
~'.3he taur;::ht !Na: to be.Jt.e e. cake, "1.'hich J couldn't do
before.
We read Tom Sawyer, and we had never read Tom Ss:..r-rer
as children.
.,
•~e read Tom Se."w'J:er, and read Tom Ca,,,·ver we l1ad neYer done
as children.
We read Tom~:::, and that we had never done as
children.
We read 1'.2Et Sawyer, which we had never done as children.

She taught

Sentences such as (64) and (65), when considered with certain other
sentence t:rpe~, provide evidence fo:r two related hy"9otheses.
The first, advanced by Ross, is t;1at activity v~rbs a.re associated
at some le•;el with the ' 1primordiel 11 action ve?"b, do. 4 I understand him
41 cannot fully appreciate Ros~, posi~ion since I have access
to it only in the very sketchy fo:cm of a handout from his pape?',
11
Act, rt presented at the July 1969 meetine or the Linguistic :iociet:r
of J<0erica in Urbana, Illinois. From this handout, and rrom reports
on the pa:per, I belieYe that the points 'n·hich I have attributed to
P.oss are accurately stated here,

--------

to be cleining that this do is present in the underlyinF; representation
of all activity sentences. Because its occurrence is entirel~·
predictable, I would choose not to view it as present at this level,
but as inserted into activity sentences early in their derivation.
The second hypothesis which sentences such a.s (64) a.nd (65)
provide evidence for is that the do in such sentences has as its
object an HP, 1kcording to Ross, the HP in question is the underlyinsi:
ob,ject of' do, and it is an entire sentence:

(66)

Fror,s produce croaks.
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Aside from the fa.ct that there seems to be no evidence for NP3, that
is a second underlyinp; occurrence of the surface subject, the evidence
which indicates that the £9. must take a.n N'P object indicates 'that it
is not an underlying NP that we a.re concerned with here at all, and
that it is not a sen~ence, Let us consider this evidence, In a
:sentence like

(67)

I realized that Art had visited the Dean, which I
should do too.

ve are tempted to declare that the T,,l'hich replaced an NP, since we
know that in restrictive relative
clause sentences and in Type I rm
sentences, which a:Lvays renlaces an ffP. Hoveve:-, this is not a. ve-rt
strong argument, since in questions, which can replace e. demonstrati •,e:

(68}

Which book did you steal?

I stole this book.

But the argument tha.t which reple.ces an r.JP becomes more con,,incing
when ve consider t11e immediate :source for ( 67), na.:1ely:

(69)

I realized that Art had visited the Dean, and that

I should too.

Beyond these NR sentences, no ex8lllple o f ~ replacin!! anythinrr but
Further suJ)port comes from a paraphrase of

an 1-fP comes to mind.
(67):

(70}

I realized that Art had visited the Dean, (which is)
something I should do too.

Something is the NP pro-ro:nn par excellence, and it is cleerl:..- the
object of do, But what it is corefe~e~tial •..rith is not the sentence:

(Tl)

Art had visited the Dean.

since vhat underlies sentences (67), (69), and {70) is not
(72) *I realized that Art had visited the Dean, a.nd I
should Art visit the Dean too.

- 54 What underlies (67), (69), and (70) instead is

(73)

I ree.lized that Art had visited the Dean, and I
should visit the Dean too.

In other words, somehow the phrase visit the Dean must be an }IP
before the rules cna.nging this ohrase to that apnly.
Ross has suggest~d that ps~udo-cleft°senten~es orovide additional
support for the hypothesis that phrases like visit the Dean must be
HP's:
(74)

i·i11at I sho.uld do is visit the Dean.

(75) Art did what 1 should do: visit the Dea..~.
What examples (67) through (75) show is that the UP which the
NR and pseudo-cle.ft rules, a.nd certain other rules, must refer to
need not be an Sat a.ny level.
Further evidence that the NP referred to by these rules is a

surface NP rather than an underlying MP can be found in the fa.ct that
·,,rha.t follm,s surface be must also
a.n NP, A collection of relevant

be

examples is

(76}

(77)
( 78)

(79)

Mick is tell, which I will never be.
}rick is tall., {·..-hich is) something I will never be.
What I will ne ;er be is ta.11.
Hick is "Wha.t I will ne11er be: ta11.·
1

Ross (1969) has used examples like these to sho~ that adjectives must
be underlying rrP 1 s. However, examples like the following show that

adjectives and other post-£.!t expresoions must be not underlyin~ but
superficial NP 1 s.
(80}
(81)

(82)

( 83)

I saw that Irma was eas;ir
be too.
I saw that Irma was easy
something I should
What I should be is easy

to please, which I should
to please, (vhich is)

be too.
to '!Jlea.se.

!:nna is what I should be: easy to please.

The expression easy to please in (80) - (83) ce.nnot be an underlyin~
NP, since in deep structure ee.s;t and
Eiease are not even constituents
of the srune S:
(8h)

((one please Irma) easy)

In the examples

( 85)

(86)

Chinese was easily mastere<:l b:r Rich, which it r,ms
not by Claire,
Chinese was eesily mastered by Rich, (which is)
something it was not by Claire.
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(8T} What Chinese was was easily mastered

by Rich.

We can see that the phrase easily masiered is not an th"lderlying
complement of be for there is no underlying be; moreovert since
the verb master is an activity varb, at some intermediate level it
would actually be the ohJ ec:t of do.
My proposal, then, is the following: neither do nor be is
~resent in underlying renreaentations. Be may become
main verb.
by a~..y of a variety of w~ll-known obligatory transformations. Do
is inserted preceding acthri ty Yerbs. At the point at ·N·hich d~
is inserted into a:. sentence, the part of the VP which follows
becomas an NP; its NP status is then referred to by a nu.."tl.ber of
optional rl.lles, such as those vhich produce the sentences we have
been considering here. If none of these rules a..pplies to separate
the do from its object 1 Rosst rule of 'do-gobblingt anplies,
deleting do I s that a.re directly follo•.;ed-by their obj~cts,
If this analysi~ is in general correct, ve are ready to
reformulate the ste-ps by ,..:hich Type II NR I s !l".a.y be formed. Rephrasit:1?."
the set ot: three rules (a)
{c} gi•ren earlierJ we arrive a.t the
following statement~ Given a near-surface-level con.junction in which
part of the surface VP of the second conjunct is a reuetition of
pa.rt of the surface VP of the first conjunct, (a} the NP ,rcomplement 11
of be or do tnaY be preposed; (b) this NP ll'J!.Y be replaced by t!'.tat;
and {c) the connector may d~op, with concomitant change of that
to which. ~'his reformulation corrects two inaccuracies in the
p r e ~ (a} - (c), The earlier formulation said that the portion
of the second conjunct involved. in these :-ules wa.s the "repeated
portion. 11 This i$ not quite accurate, since in

or

(83.)

Nick is ta.J.l, and I shall nev-er be tall.

be is nart of the reneated portion o-r the second conjunct (with tense
disreg~rded}. hut ciearl;i• the :!22. is not pa.rt of whet is changed to
that, or preposed:

r shall never be.
and that! shaJ.l never be .
and I shall never ·oe that.
which I shall never.
and thet I shall never,

(89) Nick is tall, which

(90)

(91)

{92)
(93)

(94)

.Hick is tall,
Nick is tall,
*I'lick is tall,
*Nick is taJ.l,
*IUck is tall,

a.nd I shall ne\•er tha.t.

W-nat does achieve the desired results is the :requirement that what
is pre,:iosed or changed to that be an NP.
S~cond, the order of rules {a) and (b) is i:rrelevant now, since
~ can appear either after do or be or in its preposed position.
Beginning vith the initial sentence of (64), we derive

(95)

She taught me to bake a cake, and bake a. cake I
couldn't do before.

- 56 by applying (a) alone,

{96)

She taught me to bake a cake, and I couldn't do
that before.

by applying {b) alone, a..'ld:

(97)

She taught me to bake a cake, and that I couldn't
do before.

by applying both rules.

(98)

Similarly, beginninp; with (Bo), we derive

I saw that Irma was easy to please, and easy to
please I should be too.

by applying {a) alone, and:

(99)

I saw that Irma was easy to please, a.nd I should be
that too.

by applying (b) alone, and:

(100)

I saw that Irma was easy to please, and that I
should
too.

be

by applying both rules.
One final minor point. A do occurring immediately after a
stressed modal may be dropped. Thus, sentences (57) and (65) have
a variant form with final do:
{101)

They said she could play the marimba., •.,thich ~he
ca.n (do).

In this section I have considered two types of rm sentences,
showing ho~ both ere related to near-surface conjunctions, and ho~,
HR sentences of T'Jpe II provide evidBnce for two hypotheses, one that
activity-sentences have at some level do as main verb, and the other
that only at a. fairly superficial levelmust the phrase folloving do

o r ~ be an HP.

IV. Summary.
I have tried to present some heretofore unexamined evidence that
both restrictive a.nd non-restrictive relative clauses must be derived
from underlying conjunctions, a.nd that this can be achieved inn
grammar with certain vell-moti ,,a.ted and fairly tra.di tional restrictions
on what aspects of the meaning of a sentence are to be represented at
the structural. level of its underlyinB representation.
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l\.s this paper was p;oinr-; to nress, a sa.uih a-::i.neared. in Lin.1Zut5tic
Innui:q 1.3. July 1970, oy D,wid Perl:r.tutter and John Ho1)ert noss,
in which it was proposed that sentences liJ:e

./

{l
11

\

a man entered the room ar.d a. ~mr.?.an -:-rent out who
were ·1uite similar

pres ent the theory with a ne•., paradox. 11

In thei.r words,

lieither o:f these sinrc;ular noun phrases c<1.n serYe e.!S the
antecedent of a relative clause whose predicate ( si:r.tila.r)
requires an umierlying r,lural sub;iect, and ·,,hose verb
{ ~ } is inflected to aKr~e with a plural sub,]ect in

surface structure. ?he only possible antecedent of
tcie relative clause in {i} vould seer.: to be the discontinuous noun :rhrase a man • • • (and) a woman.. But
how can a discontinuous nou.11 p:irase be the antec

of a relative clause? Ho an~ly!'lis cf relative clauses
that has yet been pro'f)osec. for the theor;t of ~ener:io.tive
,gra.m:nar ia able to account for sentences like (i).
350).

b.

I '-"ouid like to sueges't that sentences such as (i), C,,bich are indeed
anomalous in a ti"aditione.1 embed.ding anaJ.:;sis of relP.ti Ye clau!.e
sentencesJ, :present no r,a!'adox at all if relati,,e clause sentences
are viewed as underl:,ri.ng con.junctions; the conjunction source .for
( i) vc:,uld simply be:

(ii)

(man entered room) (wor:m.n ,,,.ent out of room)

(rnan and war.tan ,,rere ::iirnilar}.
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